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 @072820BL B2>@G5A:85 A?>A>1=>AB8 ABC45=B>2 
?>A@54AB2>< 8E 2>2;5G5=8O 2 :C;LBC@=> <0AA>2K5 
<5@>?@8OB8O;  

 D>@<8@>20BL ?@>F5AA ?>2KH5=8O >1I53> :C;LBC@=>3> 
C@>2=O >1CG0NI8EAO G5@57 ?@8>1I5=85 : <8@>2K< 
:C;LBC@=K< B@048F8O<, A>2@5<5==><C 8A:CAAB2C. 

 >4C;L 5 
«1:>;>38G5A:>5 
2>A?8B0=85» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?O: A>740BL CA;>28O 4;O D>@<8@>20=8O C 
>1CG0NI8EAO A?>A>1=>AB8 : 0:B82=>9 ?@8@>4>>E@0==>9 
45OB5;L=>AB8, G5@57 A8AB5<C M:>;>38G5A:>3> >1@07>20=8O 8 
2>A?8B0=8O. 
�484G< @B8G?O: 

 =0CG8BL A>7=020BL ?@8@>4C :0: A@54C A2>53> >18B0=8O, 
=5>1E>48<>ABL 8A?>;L7>20BL 7=0=8O > ?@8@>45 A 
F5;LN 55 A>E@0=5=8O, 8A?>;=OBL M:>;>38G5A:85 
>1O70==>AB8 3@0640=; 

 D>@<8@>20BL 3@0640=A:CN ?>78F8N 2 @5H5=88 
M:>;>38G5A:8E ?@>1;5<;  

 @072820BL M:>;>38G5A:CN >B25BAB25==>ABL, =0 >A=>25 
A8AB5<=KE 7=0=89 >1 M:>;>38G5A:8E ?@>1;5<0E 
A>2@5<5==>AB8;  

 2>2;5:0BL 2 2>;>=B5@A:>5 42865=85 :>;;5460. 
 >4C;L 6 
«#@>D8;0:B8:0 
A>F80;L=>-=530B82=KE 
O2;5=89» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?O: A>740BL A8AB5<C ?@54C?@548B5;L=>-
?@>D8;0:B8G5A:>9 45OB5;L=>AB8, A?>A>1AB2CNI59 
D>@<8@>20=8N C >1CG0NI8EAO ?@54AB02;5=89 > =>@<0E 
A>F80;L=>3> ?>2545=8O, ?>=OB8O 74>@>2>9, =5 A:;>==>9 : 
?@02>=0@CH5=8O< ;8G=>AB8. 
�484G< @B8G?O: 

 A>740BL CA;>28O 4;O @0728B8O ?>78B82=KE 8=B5@5A>2, 
A>F80;L=KE =02K:>2 8 :><?5B5=B=>AB=>3> >B=>H5=8O 
: A>1AB25==><C 74>@>2LN; 
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 >@30=87>20BL ?@02>2>5 ?@>A25I5=85 >1CG0NI8EAO 
(A8AB5<0 ?@>A25B8B5;LA:8E <5@>?@8OB89);  

 @50;87>20BL ?@>3@0<<K ?@>D8;0:B8G5A:>9 
=0?@02;5==>AB8;  

 A?>A>1AB2>20BL ?@>2545=8N ?@>D8;0:B8G5A:8E 
<5@>?@8OB89 A8;0<8 >@30=>2 ABC45=G5A:>3> 
A0<>C?@02;5=8O. 

 

 

1.3. %8AB5<0 :>=B@>;O 8 >F5=:8 >A2>5=8O ?@>3@0<<K CG51=>9 48AF8?;8=K 

 �>=B@>;L :0G5AB20 >A2>5=8O CG51=>9 48AF8?;8=K 2:;NG05B 2 A51O B5:CI89 
:>=B@>;L CA?5205<>AB8 8 ?@><56CB>G=CN 0BB5AB0F8N. &5:CI89 :>=B@>;L 
CA?5205<>AB8 8 ?@><56CB>G=0O 0BB5AB0F8O >1CG0NI8EAO ?@>2>4OBAO 2 F5;OE 
CAB0=>2;5=8O A>>B25BAB28O 4>AB865=89 >1CG0NI8EAO B@51>20=8O< >1@07>20B5;L=>9 
?@>3@0<<K : @57C;LB0B0< >1CG5=8O 8 D>@<8@>20=8O :><?5B5=F89.  

(>@<>9 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88 ?> CG51=>9 48AF8?;8=5 O2;O5BAO 
48DD5@5=F8@>20==K9 70G5B, :>B>@K9 ?@>2>48BAO 2 D>@<5 B5AB8@>20=8O ?> 87CG5==K< 
B5<0<. 

(>@<0<8 B5:CI53> :>=B@>;O O2;ONBAO 2K?>;=5=85 >F5=>G=KE 7040=89, 
:>=B@>;L=KE @01>B. 

 
1;5<5=B  
48AF8?;8=K 

                                  (>@<K 8 <5B>4K :>=B@>;O 
&5:CI89 :>=B@>;L #@><56CB>G=0O 0BB5AB0F8O 
(>@<K 
:>=B@>;O 

#@>25@O5<K5 
"�,#�,'.�, 
 >4C;8 
?@>3@0<<K 
2>A?8B0=8O 

(>@<0 :>=B@>;O #@>25@O5<K5 
"�, #�, ',�, 
 >4C;8 
?@>3@0<<K 
2>A?8B0=8O 

$0745; 1.   

&5<0 1.1 
«"1@07>20=85» 
 

�K?>;=5=85 
:>=B@>;L=>9 
@01>BK 
(?8AL<5==>) 

"�-3,6 

 >4C;L 1,2,4 
Л$ 1 

Л$ 2 

  

$0745; 2. 
&5<0 2.1 

«%@54AB20 
:><<C=8:0F88» 

  �8DD5@5=F8@>20==K9 
70G5B. �K?>;=5=85 
>F5=>G=>3> 7040=8O 2 
2845 B5AB0 (?8AL<5==>) 

"�1,3,5,6,7 
#� 1.1. #� 1.3. 

#� 3.1., #� 3.3 
 >4C;L 1,4 

Л$ 9 

$0745; 3. 
&5<0 3.2 «&8?K 
203>=>2» 

�K?>;=5=85 
>F5=>G=>3> 
7040=8O 
(?8AL<5==> 
8 CAB=>) 

"�1,3,5,6,7  
#� 1.1. #� 
1.3. #� 3.1. 
 >4C;L 1,2,4 
Л$ 4 

  

$0745; 4. 
&5<0 4.2 
«�=65=5@=K5 
?@>D5AA88» 

  �8DD5@5=F8@>20==K9 
70G5B. �K?>;=5=85 
:>=B@>;L=>9 @01>BK 
(?8AL<5==>) 

"�1,3,6,7 

#� 1.1. #� 1.3. 

#� 3.1. #� 3.3. 

 >4C;L 1,2,3,4 
Л$ 4 
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$0745; 5. 
&5<0 5.1 
«�5;>2>9 
0=3;89A:89» 

�K?>;=5=85 
>F5=>G=>3> 
7040=8O 
(?8AL<5==> 
8 CAB=>) 

"� 1,3,6,7 

 >4C;L 1,4 
Л$ 2 

Л$ 5 

  

$0745; 6. 
&5<0 6.3 
«'AB@>9AB2> =0 
@01>BC» 

 Л$ 7 �8DD5@5=F8@>20==K9 
70G5B �K?>;=5=85 
:>=B@>;L=>9 @01>BK 
(?8AL<5==>) 

"�1,3,6,7 
 >4C;L 1,4 
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2. (>=4 >F5=>G=KE A@54AB2 4;O >F5=:8 C@>2=O >A2>5=8O C<5=89 8 7=0=89  
?> 48AF8?;8=5 "�%1.03. �=>AB@0==K9 O7K: 

2.1.  0B5@80;K 4;O B5:CI53> :>=B@>;O 
 

�>=B@>;L=0O @01>B0 

&5<0 «"1@07>20=85» 

�K?>;=5=85 :>=B@>;L=>9 @01>BK (?8AL<5==>).  

 0:A8<0;L=>5 2@5<O 2K?>;=5=8O 7040=8O: 50 <8=CB. 
 

�0@80=B 1. 

1. �9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= O;O> 

to get a degree, free of charge, to attend, private school, to graduate from. 

2. �9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= O;O> 

>1CG0BL, AB8?5=48O, B5E=8G5A:89 ?@54<5B, 2KAH55 >1@07>20=85, >1I568B85, A40BL 
M:70<5=. 

3. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF BF69F4 

- ______ is one of periods of time into which the school or university year is divided. 

a). tutorial         b). term      c). test 

- ______ is a speech to a group of people as a method of teaching. 

a). education     b). subject  c). lecture 

- Full courses of study offer the ______ of Bachelor of Arts or Science. 

a). degree          b). grant     c). mark 

- You have to pay at _________ schools. 

a). private          b). state      c). free of charge 

- Each universities offers a number of ______ to deserving students. 

a). pays              b). fees      c). grants 

4. �9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<O A4 4A7?<=E><= O;O> 

- "= 7020;8; M:70<5= ?> D878:5. 
- &2>8 4@C7LO ?>;CG0NB AB8?5=48N?  
- ' =53> 5ABL A@54=55 ?@>D5AA8>=0;L=>5 >1@07>20=85. 
-  >8 A>A548 >B?@02OB A2>53> AK=0 2 H:>;C-8=B5@=0B 2 A;54CNI5< 3>4C. 
- %BC45=BK 4>;6=K ?>A5I0BL 2A5 ;5:F88. 

 

�0@80=B 2. 

1. �9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= O;O> 

education, secondary education, academic subject, boarding-school, to study. 

2. �9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= O;O> 

=0G0;L=0O H:>;0, >F5=:0, >:>=G8BL �'�, A@54=55 >1@07>20=85, >B45;5=85, 7020;8BL 
M:70<5=. 

3. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF BF69F4 

- ______ is money given to support a student during his/her studies. 

a). degree        b). grant      c). test 

- ______ is a school for secondary professional education. 

a). secondary school     b). college  c). university 

- Full courses of study offer the ______ of Bachelor of Arts or Science. 

a). degree          b). grant     c). mark 

- You don’t have to pay at _________ schools. 
a). private          b). state      c). free of charge 

- Most students live away from home, in flats or ______. 
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a). hostels              b). detached houses      c). hotels 

4. �9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<O A4 4A7?<=E><= O;O> 

- "= CA?5H=> A40; M:70<5= ?> <0B5<0B8:5. 
-  >9 AK= ?>;CG05B AB8?5=48N 420 3>40.  
- ' =53> 5ABL 2KAH55 >1@07>20=85. 
-  >8 4@C7LO >B?@028;8 A2>N 4>GL 2 H:>;C-8=B5@=0B 2 ?@>H;>< 3>4C. 
- !5:>B>@K5 ABC45=BK =5 ?>A5I0NB 2A5 ;5:F88. 

  

�>=B@>;L=0O @01>B0 
&5<0 «&8?K 203>=>2» 

�K?>;=5=85 >F5=>G=>3> 7040=8O 2 2845 :>=B@>;L=>9 @01>BK 2 42CE 20@80=B0E 
(?8AL<5==>). 
 0:A8<0;L=>5 2@5<O 2K?>;=5=8O 7040=8O: 90 <8=CB. 

�0@80=B 1 
1. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF C9D96B84 

1. ?0@>2>7 
a. steam train 

b. steam-powered locomotive 

c. turbotrain 

2. 4875;L=K9 M;5:B@>2>7 
a. diesel-electric locomotive 

b. diesel-powered- electric locomotive 

c. steam- diesel locomotive 

3. 1;>: 02B>=><=>3> ?8B0=8O 
a. self-saving power unit 

b. self-electric power unit 

c. self-contained power unit 

4. M;5:B@>2>7 
a. electric train 

b. battery locomotive 

c. battery coach 

5. M;5:B@8G5A:85 0::C<C;OB>@K 

a. electric save batteries 

b. electric storage units 

c. electric-powered storage batteries 

2. �484=F9 CB 4 F<C4  6BCDBE4 > >4:8B@G CD98?B:9A<N 

1. It also has many of the same auxiliary systems for cooling, lighting, heating, and 

braking. 

2. A modern diesel-electric locomotive produces about 35% of the power of a electric 

locomotive of similar weight. 

3. Electric locomotives range from the small type used in factories and coal mines for 

local hauling to the large engines used on railroads. 

3. �CD989?<F9 6D9@O < ;4?B7 E>4;G9@B7B 

1. has been superseded 

2. are classifying 

3. have become 

4. were drawn 

5. has constructed 

4. �9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<O A4 DGEE><= O;O> 

1. The reciprocating steam locomotive is a self-contained power unit consisting 

essentially of a steam engine and a boiler with fuel and water supplies. 
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2. Electric locomotives range from the small type used in factories and coal mines for 

local hauling to the large engines used on railroads. 

3. Battery locomotives, used only for local haulage, carry electric storage batteries that 

act as their primary source of power. 

4. The modern diesel-electric locomotive is a self-contained, electrically propelled unit. 

5. �B@9AO=F9 @9EF4@< 5G>6O < ;4C<H<F9 CB?GG9AAO9 E?B64 

meestlion, gowan, nifucarul 

6. !BEF46PF9 CD98?B:9A<O <; E?B6 
1. are, to, have, from, wagonways, utilizing, Germany, developed, in, in, rails, to, 

facilitate, the, transport, of, ore, tubs, thought, to, and, mines, primitive, the 1550s, wooden. 

2. the, horse-drawn, also, ancient, appeared, in, with, others, found, on, first, tracks, 

Malta, and, various, parts, wagonways, of, the Roman, Greece, Empire, using, to be, cut-

stone. 

3. work, as, the, rest, became, the, downhill, horses, wearing, dandy, was, introduced, 

on, a  wagon, in, which, the horse, could, more, on, stretches. 

 

�0@80=B 2 

1. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF C9D96B84 

1. C40;5==0O M=5@3>AB0=F8O 
a. remote generating station 

b. remote constructing station 

c. remote controlling station 

2. 384@>B@0=AD>@<0B>@ 
a. hydro converter 

b. torque converter 

c. hydro transformer 

3. A:>@>AB=K5 ?>5740 
a. turbotrains 

b. fast trains 

c. speedy trains 

4. #@O<>7C1G0B0O ?5@540G0 
a. top gear 

b. spur gear 

c. speed gear 

5. 2KA>:0O ?;>B=>ABL 42865=8O 
a. high traffic density 

b. low traffic density 

c. tall traffic density 

2. �484=F9 CB 4 F<C4  6BCDBE4 > >4:8B@G CD98?B:9A<N 

1. Electric railroad locomotives are used chiefly on steep grades and on runs of high 

traffic density. 

2. The steam-powered locomotive played a key role during the development and golden 

age of railroading. 

3. In diesel-hydraulic locomotives the engine drives a torque converter, which uses 

fluids under pressure to transmit and regulate power to the wheels. 

3. �CD989?<F9 6D9@O < ;4?B7 E>4;G9@B7B 

1. will have invented 

2. had been transmitted 

3. will be fixed 

4. have been replenished 

5. will be using 
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4. �9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<O A4 DGEE><= O;O> 

1. The generating station consists of a large diesel engine coupled to an alternator or 

generator that provides the power for the traction motors. 

2. Diesel-mechanical locomotives have a direct mechanical link consisting of a clutch 

and a series of gears and shafts between the engine and the wheels, similar to the transmission 

in an automobile. 

3. Gas turbine3electric locomotives are similar to the diesel-electric but use a gas turbine 

to drive the generator. 

4. A modern diesel-electric locomotive produces about 35% of the power of a electric 

locomotive of similar weight.  

5. �B@9AO=F9 @9EF4@< 5G>6O < ;4C<H<F9 CB?GG9AAO9 E?B64  

aamtrwy, owdnilhl, hlaaeug 

6. !BEF46PF9 CD98?B:9A<O <; E?B6 
1. are, to, have, from, wagonways, utilizing, Germany, developed, in, in, rails, to, 

facilitate, the, transport, of, ore, tubs, thought, to, and, mines, primitive, the 1550s, wooden. 

2. the, horse-drawn, also, ancient, appeared, in, with, others, found, on, first, tracks, 

Malta, and, various, parts, wagonways, of, the Roman, Greece, Empire, using, to be, cut-

stone. 

3. work, as, the, rest, became, the, downhill, horses, wearing, dandy, was, introduced, 

on, a  wagon, in, which, the horse, could, more, on, stretches. 

 

�>=B@>;L=0O @01>B0 

&5<0 «�5;>2>9 0=3;89A:89» 
�K?>;=5=85 >F5=>G=>3> 7040=8O (?8AL<5==> 8 CAB=>). 
 0:A8<0;L=>5 2@5<O 2K?>;=5=8O 7040=8O: 90 <8=CB. 

1. �9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= O;O> 

>F5=820BL, A<5B0, 22>48BL =0;>3, ?>AB5?5==K9, 0AA>@B8<5=B 8745;89 

2. �9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= O;O> 

to value, account, private,  to flourish, insufficient demand 

3. �ECD46PF9 BH<5>G 6 GCBFD95?9A<< HD4;B6OI 7?47B?B6 
1. The phone is ringing. Why don’t you get up the receiver? 

2. Mrs Scott isn’t available at the moment. Can you look up later? 

3. Can you give up Mr Dumas’s number in the directory please? 
4. I’m afraid she is with a client, shall I put you on to her secretary? 

5. I’m sorry about that. I’m glad you’re still there. We must have been taken off for a 

moment. 

6. Could you hang up for a moment, I’ll just find out for you. 
4. �9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= O;O> 

1. When the directors are discussing the problems facing the company they primarily 

have to consider their own interests. 

2. Tactical decisions are those by means of which the senior executives carry out the 

plans prescribed by the board of directors. 

5. ВEF46PF9 CB8IB8OI<= @B84?PAO= 7?47B? <; EC<E>4: 
can, won’t be able to, may, have to, must, will be allowed to, may not, had to, to be able 

to, were allowed to, might 
1. Children&&..be careful when crossing the street. 
2. You&&..speak like that, it’s not polite. 
3. It was far from the station and we&&.take a bus home. 
4. They &&.take every Friday off last year. 
5. I’d like&&.play chess. 
6. I think I’ll&&.go and buy some bread for the dinner. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dandy_wagon
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7. The boy &&.drive my car if he passes his exam. 
8. They were told that they &&.continue the research work. 
9. On his way he&&&cross a narrow wooden bridge over a stream. 
10. I’m sorry but I&&..come to your place next Sunday. 

6.  4;O7D4=F9 8<4?B7 6 7DGCC4I 
Fox: Since our main objective is to gain market share, I believe we must first    of all 

reduce our prices. 

Brown: But if we reduce prices that will cut our profits. 

Fox: That's right, but we can slowly increase production, which will eventually enable us 

to cut unit costs. 

Smith: That's really a long-term prospect. Unit costs can only come down if we invest in 

new plant and machinery. I personally think we should go for higher profitability. If we 

upgrade the product, we can charge higher prices and get larger profits. 

Fox: Look, the market is already very competitive. If we increase prices, whatever the 

quality, the market will immediately respond and sales will drop rapidly. But if we reduce 

costs in manufacturing, that will put us in a strong position to adapt to the market. 

 

2.2.  0B5@80;K 4;O ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88 

�8DD5@5=F8@>20==K9 70G5B (2 2845 B5AB>2KE 7040=89 ?> 42C< 20@80=B0<)  

&5<0 «%@54AB20 <0AA>2>9 8=D>@<0F88» 
 0:A8<0;L=>5 2@5<O 2K?>;=5=8O 7040=8O: 60 <8=CB. 

�0@80=B 1 

1. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF BF69F4 

1. You communicate with your computer with &&& 

a. the pencil 

b. the keyboard 

c. the ball 

2. &&&. the monitor allow to see the results of your work? 
a. Does 

b. Is 

c. Have 

3. The mouse works by && it around on a flat surface. 

a. sliding 

b. scratching 

c. smiling 

4. Computer technologies save &&& time. 
a. much 

b. many 

c. none 

5. At present computers capable of performing billions of operations a second && 
required. 

a. is 

b. are 

c. was 

6. The size of a hard disk is measured in && 

a. centimeters 

b. megabytes 

c. volts 

2. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF C9D96B84 

1. >1@010BK20O 8=D>@<0F8N 

a. processing information 
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b. the processed information 

c. to process information 

2. <>3;8 C2845BL @57C;LB0BK 

a. can see results 

b. were able to see results 

c. was able to see results 

3. ?@8=OBL B5;5D>==K9 72>=>: 
a. to receive the call 

b. receiving the call 

c. received the call 

4. :>?8@CO B5:AB 
a. the copied text 

b. is copying the text 

c. copying the text 

5. 4>;65= 1K; ?5@572>=8BL 
a. must ring 

b. is to ring 

c. had to ring 

6. ?>?@825BAB2>20BL A5:@5B0@O 
a. to greet the secretary 

b. greeting the secretary 

c. greeted the secretary 

7. >B25G0O =0 B5;5D>==K9 72>=>: 
a. is answering the call 

b. to answer the call 

c. answering the call 

 

�0@80=B 2 

1. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF BF69F4 

1. People waste a lot of time &&&&& computer games. 
a. playing 

b. to play 

c. play 

2. &&&. some programs be difficult to remember? 
a. can 

b. was 

c. is 

3. Mobile telephone calls &&.. a wide geographic area. 
a. cross 

b. is crossing 

c. was crossing 

4. &&& is a standard way to send messages that include multimedia content. 
a. SMS 

b. MMS 

c. Telephone call 

5. Does any office have phones? 

a. No, she doesn’t 
b. Yes, she does 

c. Yes, it does 

6. It &&. necessary for a company to have good equipment. 

a. were 

b. is 
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c. will 

2. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF C9D96B84 

1. ?>AK;0O A>>1I5=85 
a. sent the SMS 

b. is sending the SMS 

c. sending the SMS 

2. <>3 CAB0=>28BL ?@>3@0<<=>5 >15A?5G5=85 
a. will be allowed to install software 

b. will be able to install software 

c. was able to install software 

3. ?@54AB028BL :><?0=8N 

a. to represent the company 

b. represented the company 

c. representing the company 

4. A<>65B CAB0=>28BL 
a. could install 

b. will be able to install 

c. was able to install 

5. 83@0O 2 :><?LNB5@=K5 83@K 

a. are playing computer games 

b. playing computer games 

c. was playing computer games 

6. A>740BL M;5:B@>==>5 CAB@>9AB2> 
a. to make gadget 

b. was to make gadget 

c. making gadget 

7. 4>;65= 1C45B 70?CAB8BL ?@>3@0<<C 
a. has to start the program 

b. will have to start the program 

c. should start the program 

 

&5<0 «�=65=5@=K5 ?@>D5AA88» 
�K?>;=5=85 :>=B@>;L=>9 @01>BK 2 42CE 20@80=B0E (?8AL<5==>). 
 0:A8<0;L=>5 2@5<O 2K?>;=5=8O 7040=8O: 90 <8=CB. 
�0@80=B 1 

1. �DBG<F4=F9 F9>EF < BF69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO. 
The use of underground space in big cities. 

At a conference held in Tokyo in 1974 leading representatives of New York, London, 

Paris, Moscow and Tokyo met to discuss the problems of the World's Great Cities. The 

representatives spoke of the extremely rapid intensification of urban space density, of the 

absolute shortage of services, sewers, roads and other urban facilities as well as new urban 

problems. In this connection the exploration of urban subspace for the movement of goods, 

freight, persons has become vitally important. 

Moscow has a total and comprehensive view of the subsurface: the use of underground 

space in cities like Moscow, where there is a considerable number of historical architectural 

structures of value, especially in the central part, is the way towards solving the transportation 

problem. 

The complex scheme of utilizing underground space which has been worked out, 

involves an underground network of tunnels for cars under the central part of the city, 

duplicating the surface transportation network as well as underground garages. 

New York too has a vast and expanding transport system carrying some 7.5 million 

people each business day. The simple statistics that the subways of New York alone carry 
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more passengers than all US domestic airlines combined show the great importance of 

transportation underspace. 

1. Who met in Tokyo to discuss the problem of big cities? 

2. What was the problem discussed by the representatives? 

3. Why does the use of underground space in big cities seem the real way out of the 

problem? 

4. How do the scientists present us the scheme of utilizing subsurface? 

5. Do you suppose the underground tunnels are important for nowadays cities and why? 

2. �9D9698<F9 E?B64 A4 DGEE><= O;O>. 

1. representative _____________________________________ 

2. intensification _____________________________________ 

3. density ___________________________________________ 

4. facility ___________________________________________ 

5. exploration ________________________________________ 

6. network ___________________________________________ 
 

3. ДBCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<O E?B64@< <; F9>EF4. 

A conference was held in _____________ 

There weren’t any representatives of __________ at the conference. 
The discussed topic was the exploration of __________. 

The complex scheme of utilizing subspace involves ____________. 

Each day New York transport system carries more _______________. 

4. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF C9D96B84 

1. H0EB5@K 

a. soil workers 

b. mine workers 

c. earth workers 

2. 203>=K <5B@> 
a. metro coaches 

b. metro trains 

c. metro lines 

3. ?@>E>48BL =04 ?>25@E=>ABLN 75<;8 
a. go upland 

b. go overhead 

c. go overland 

4. E>@>H> >A25I5==K9 
a. well light 

b. well lit 

c. well let 

5. @07@01>B0==K9 
a. drawn up 

b. put up 

c. dig up 

5. ВO59D<F9 B8<A <; E<ABA<@B6 
1. 5To join6 means 

a. To unite 

b. to bring 

c. to borrow 

2. 5To restore6 means 
a. To cover 

b. to make 
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c. to recover 

3. 5To destroy6 means 

a. To construct 

b. to ruin 

c. to make 

6. �4>BAG<F9 D4;89?<F9?PAO= 6BCDBE  
1. In June 1931, it was decided to start preparations for the building of the Metro in 

Moscow, &&&..? 
a. was it 

b. wasn’t it 
c. was he 

2. More than eleven kilometers of track connected the Sokolniki district with the Gorky 

Park district, &&&.? 
a. didn’t they 
b. didn’t it 
c. did they 

3. Even at the time when the fascists were near Moscow, the Metro builders continued 

their work, &&&&? 
a. did they 

b. were they 

c. didn’t they 

�0@80=B 2 
1. �DBG<F4=F9 F9>EF < BF69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO. 

Moscow metro. 

More than 40 years ago, in June 1931, it was decided to start preparations for the 

building of the Metro in Moscow. In the spring of 1932 the project drawn up by Soviet 

engineers and architects was endorsed. Thousands of young specialists and mine workers, 

construction workers from the Donbas and from Moscow Region, from the Urals, and 

Dneprostroi went underground into Metro shafts and tunnels. In a short time (it was called a 

record time by the world press) the first line was constructed. More than eleven kilometers of 

track connected the Sokolniki district with the Gorky Park district. There were ten stations on 

this line. The construction work was done in difficult geological conditions, of a kind never 

encountered by European or American Metro builders. 

Moscow's rapidly increasing population, the growth of its industrial enterprises and 

cultural institutions required the capital to have efficient and convenient means for accom-

modating passenger traffic.   

The Soviet people wanted the Metro to be the best in the world. 

There are many stations in the Metro; their surface buildings and underground halls are 

spacious, well ventilated and well lit. They differ widely in architectural design and are 

decorated with marble, bronze, aluminum and glass. The present Metro coaches are much 

better than the early ones. They are considerably lighter in weight, and the seats are soft. 

Muscovites and the visitors to the city do not have to wait long for trains, for the interval 

between them is always short. "Clever" machines have appeared in the Metro recently. An 

experimental automatic driver conducts trains according to the time-table and stops precisely 

as required. 

The Moscow Metro is developing rapidly. The capital is growing and new Metro lines 

are being constructed every year. 

1. Who was endorsed for building the Moscow Metro? 

2. How much time did it take to construct the first line? 

3. What was the difference between the construction of the European and the Soviet 

metro? 
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4. What building materials are used for decorating the Metro nowadays? 

5. Do you think that the future is for the underground constructions? Why? 

2. �9D9698<F9 E?B64 A4 DGEE><= O;O>. 
1. building 

2. architect 

3. efficient 

4. surface 

5. interval 

6. experimental 

 

3. ДBCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<O E?B64@< <; F9>EF4. 
1. In June 1931 it was decided to start ___________________. 

2. More than _______________ the Sokolniki district with the Gorky Park district. 

3. On ____________ the Metro was opened. 

4. Muscovites and the visitors to the city do not have to wait long for trains, for the 

_____________ short.  

5. An ______________ according to the time-table and stops precisely as required. 

 

5. ВO59D<F9 B8<A <; E<ABA<@B6 
1. 5To erect6 means 

a. To keep 

b. to construct 

c. to exist 

2. 5To lay6 means 

a. To get up 

b. to put down 

c. to start 

3. 5To repair6 means 

a. To think 

b. to lay 

c. to put right 

6. �4>BAG<F9 D4;89?<F9?PAO= 6BCDBE  
1. In the spring of 1932 the project drawn up by Soviet engineers and architects was 

endorsed, &&&..? 
a. was it 

b. wasn’t it 
c. was he 

2. They differ widely in architectural design, &&&.? 
a. don’t they 
b. doesn’t it 
c. do they 

3. An experimental automatic driver conducts trains according to the time-table and 

stops precisely as required, &&&&? 
a. do it 

b. does it 

c. doesn’t it 
&5<0 «'AB@>9AB2> =0 @01>BC» 

�8DD5@5=F8@>20==K9 70G5B (2 2845 :>=B@>;L=>9 @01>BK) 
 0:A8<0;L=>5 2@5<O 2K?>;=5=8O 7040=8O: 90 <8=CB. 

 

�0@80=B 1 
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1. �4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< E?B64@< 

 crew – staff  - personnel – team 

- Everyone in the typing pool works well together and there is a good&&&&&spirit. 
- Following an exhausting flight, the&&&&&..headed for the hotel to rest for a couple of 
hours. 

- On our holiday in Spain the hotel&&&..couldn’t have been more helpful. 
- All companies have a&&&&&department which deals with issues concerning staff. 
 2. �B8G9D>A<F9 CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF 

1. I think you should choose a caring occupation/work/trade/profession like nursing or 

counseling. 

2. My employee/employer/worker/trainee is a very generous man; he gives us all a big 

present at Christmas. 

3. ВEF46PF9 E?B64 6 CD98?B:9A<O 
Promotion /overtime /full-time 

1. We have an important deadline to meet, so I’ll have to work&&&&this week. 
2. This job is not suitable for the ambitions, as there are few prospects of&&&&.. . 
3. I have young children, so I’d prefer to work part-time now and go&&&&when they 
are older. 

4. ВOC<H<F9 B8AB E?B6B, A9CB8IB8OI99 > BEF4?PAO@ CB E@OE?G 
1. staff 3 personnel 3 tenants 3 workforce 

2. assistant 3 manager 3 administrator 3 executive 

3. skill 3 ability 3 style 3 aptitude 

5. !BBFA9E<F9 E?B64 6 >B?BA>4I, ;4F9@ 6EF46PF9 CB?GG<6H<9EO E?B6BEBG9F4A<O 6 
CD98?B:9A<O.  

cheap pension 

state package 

unemployment labour 

1. Most people nowadays supplement their ........................ with a private one. 

2. In some countries, you don’t qualify for .................. if you own your house. 
3. Attracted by the promises of .................., large companies are moving their factories to 

other countries. 

6. ВO59D<F9 2 CB8IB8OI<I E<ABA<@4.  

1. George is not happy in his present job because he finds the work rather................. 

a. Laborious 

b. Diligent 

c. Menial 

d. Industrious 

2. You should think carefully before leaving such a..................... job. 

a. lucrative 

b. rewarding 

c. prosperous 

d. wealthy 

3. The company is planning to ...................... 500 new staff. 

a. receive 

b. launch 

c. appoint 

d. recruit 

 

�0@80=B 2 
1. �4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< E?B64@< 

 employer – worker – trainee – employee 

- As a(an) &&&&&the company has the best name in the market. 
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- A(an) &&&&&at the factory was rushed to hospital following the accident. 
- The company had financial problems, but only one &&&..was made redundant. 
- The &&&..had to undergo 3 months of work experience before he was taken on 

permanently. 

2. �B8G9D>A<F9 CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF 

1. The pilot is always very polite to the crew/staff/personnel/team on the plane. 

2. I hear there’s a vacancy/post/niche/situation in Dolan’s furniture factory. Why don’t 
you apply? 

3. ВEF46PF9 E?B64 6 CD98?B:9A<O 
vacancy/workforce /productivity 

1. I have heard that there may be a (an) &&&&for a salesperson in the new department 
store. 

2. In order to be competitive, the company must increase&&&&&.. . 
3. In the hot-too-distant future, over 25% of the &&&&..in Europe may be 
unemployed. 

4. ВOC<H<F9 B8AB E?B6B, A9CB8IB8OI99 > BEF4?PAO@ CB E@OE?G 
1. staff 3 personnel 3 tenants 3 workforce 

2. assistant 3 manager 3 administrator 3 executive 

3. skill 3 ability 3 style 3 aptitude 

5. !BBFA9E<F9 E?B64 6 >B?BA>4I, ;4F9@ 6EF46PF9 CB?GG<6H<9EO E?B6BEBG9F4A<O 6 
CD98?B:9A<O.  

minimum benefit 

project wage 

remuneration leader 

 

1. Workers under 18 used to earn very little, but now all workers are entitled to the 

.....&&&of $3.70 per hour. 
2. The post comes with an attractive ...................... as well as a company car. 

3. You will join a team working on the design of our new toys and you will report to the 

.................... twice a week. 

 

6. ВO59D<F9 2 CB8IB8OI<I E<ABA<@4.  

1. George is not happy in his present job because he finds the work rather................. 

a. Laborious 

b. Diligent 

c. Menial 

d. Industrious 

2. You should think carefully before leaving such a..................... job. 

a. lucrative 

b. rewarding 

c. prosperous 

d. wealthy 

3. The company is planning to ...................... 500 new staff. 

a. receive 

b. launch 

c. appoint 

d. recruit 
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